
  2 زبان انگلیسی
1- Some .................... are organizing road .................... to avoid any accident. 

1) police man ـ traffics 2) police men ـ traffics 3) police men ـ traffic 4) police men ـ traffic 
2- He speaks .................... special, so we were able to find a nice room in modrid. 

1) little 2) few 3) a little 4) a few 
3- Find the object in  : The students learn math in the class. 

1) the students 2) math 3) learn 4) in the class 
4- Which sentence contains an adverb? 

1) she is drinking water.  2) Mahdi visited his parents. 
3) yesterday, I saw my uncle. 4) my sister can speak German. 

5- Everyone knows that learning English isn’t easy. It takes ....................  
1) decision 2) place 3) practice 4) port 

6- It took me years to get used to living in Spain .................... because I grew up in a quiet country area. 
1) recently 2) properly 3) probably 4) suddenly 

7- I can say with .................... that there will be no more discussion today. 
1) capacity 2) experience 3) impression 4) certainty 

8- Some mothers buy shoes or clothes for their children in .................... colors. 
1) facial 2) fashionable 3) honest 4) distant 

9- Only that kind of medicine will have quite a good effect on me. Effect means: 
1) pressure 2) function 3) influence 4) emotion 

10- If you want to make sure that you remain in good health you should get the proper .................... . 
1) regions 2) secrets 3) layers 4) nutrients 

11- Which word means valuable? 
1) costly articles 2) puzzles 3) worthless 4) beautiful 

Cloze test 
People have said that a good nights sleep often helps when you have to make a / an ...(12)... decision. Researches that done 
...(13)... show that this has something to do with rapid ـ eye (14)... ـ... which is the creative period of our sleep ...(15)... 

12- 1) hurry 2) suddenly 3) important 4) easy 
13- 1) approximately 2) recently 3) fairly 4) merely 
14- 1) movement 2) dissatisfy 3) gadget 4) pick 
15- 1) cycle 2) speaker 3) clear 4) percent 
Reading:   

Today, there are two thousand families living in the village of Kodinhi in southern India. Among them, there 
are more than 300 sets of twins, which is six times the global average. What makes this even more unusual 
is that India has one of the lowest birth of twins in the world. 
Nobody can explain the reason why the village has so many twins. Some people say the cause might be 
genetic, but local doctor, Dr. Sirbiju, doesn’t think so. He says that there haven’t always been twins in 
Kodinhi ـ parents suddenly started having them about sixty or seventy years ago. Neither does he believe 
that a new kind of pollution has caused the twins to be born. In that case, he argues, there would be more 
twins with birth defects. Luckily, most of Kodinhi’s twins are born healthy. 
Dr. Sirbiju thinks that the twins are born because of something the villagers eat and drink. He wants to 
discover just what that is, so that he can use it to help the people who can’t have children. 

16- Which sentence is true? 
1) India has the highest birth rate of twins in the world. 
2) the reason of the twins birth is pollution. 
3) the village of Kodinhi is in southern India. 
4) nobody knows the reason why the village has so many twins. 

17- What is the articles main topic? 
1) the pollution of Kodinhi.  2) the reason of twins in Kodinhi. 
3) Dr Sirbijus research.   4) what villagers eat or drink. 

18- What does Dr Sirbiju think the reason of so many twins in Kodhini is? 
1) pollution 2) genetic 3) the thing villagers eat 4) drug 

19- Why does Dr Sirbiju want to find out the reason of the existense of twins in Kodhini? 
1) to save people of dying  2) to help the villagers 
3) because he wants to have twins. 4) to help couples who can’t have children. 

20- What does that refer to? 
1) villagers 2) global average 3) the twins 4) the food 


